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Observations from the modern seafloor that suggest turbidity currents tend to erode as
they lose channel-levee confinement, rather than decelerating and depositing their
sediment load, has driven investigations into sediment gravity flow behaviour at the
mouth of submarine channels. Commonly, channel mouth settings coincide with areas
of gradient change and play a vital role in the transfer of sediment through deep-water
systems. Channel mouth settings are widely referred to as the submarine channel-lobe
transition zone (CLTZ) where well-defined channel-levees are separated from well-defined
lobes, and are associated with an assemblage of erosional and depositional bedforms
(e.g., scours and scour fields, sediment waves, incipient channels). Motivated by recently
published datasets, we reviewed modern seafloor studies, which suggest that a wide
range of channel mouth configurations exist. These include traditional CLTZs, plunge
pools, and distinctive long and flared tracts between channels and lobes, which we
recognise with the new term channel mouth expansion zones (CMEZs). In order to
understand the morphodynamic differences between types of channel mouth settings,
we review insights from physical experiments that have focussed on understanding
changes in process behaviour as flows exit channels. We integrate field observations
and numerical modelling that offer insight into flow behaviours in channel mouth settings.
From this analysis, we propose four types of channel mouth setting: 1) supercritical CMEZs
on slopes; 2) plunge pools at steep slope breaks with high incoming supercritical Froude
numbers; 3) CLTZs with arrays of hydraulic jumps at slope breaks with incoming
supercritical Froude numbers closer to unity; and, 4) subcritical CLTZs associated with
slope breaks and/or flow expansion. Identification of the stratigraphic record of channel
mouth settings is complicated by the propagation, and avulsion, of channels. Nonetheless,
recent studies from ancient outcrop and subsurface systems have highlighted the dynamic
evolution of interpreted CLTZs, which range from composite erosion surfaces, to tens of
metres thick stratigraphic records. We propose that some examples be reconsidered as
exhumed CMEZs.
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INTRODUCTION

Turbidity currents are sensitive to changes in orientation and
gradient in seafloor topography, and to the nature (height and
form) of lateral confinement. At submarine sites of abrupt
changes in lateral confinement, such as at the mouth of
submarine channels, or gradient changes, such as at the base-
of-slope, flows undergo rapid changes in character (i.e., velocity,
stratification, thickness) (e.g., Mutti and Normark, 1987; Mutti
and Normark, 1991). These changes profoundly influence
patterns of erosion and deposition, and therefore flow-
topography interactions are dynamic in time and space.

Traditionally, submarine siliciclastic sedimentary systems are
subdivided into 1) high gradient slope or ramp settings,
dominated by erosion and sediment bypass processes, and 2)
low gradient basin floor or step settings, dominated by
depositional processes (e.g., Posamentier and Kolla, 2003).
Commonly, the change from higher to lower gradients at the
base of slope coincides with channel mouth settings. Channels in
many examples appear separated from lobe deposits by
transitional areas, widely referred to as channel-lobe transition
zones (CLTZs; Mutti and Normark, 1987; Mutti and Normark,
1991; Wynn et al., 2002a). Mutti and Normark (1987) defined a
CLTZ as “the region that, within any turbidite system, separates
well-defined channels or channel-fill from well-defined lobes or
lobe facies.”However, on review of the literature, including recent
studies of modern seafloor systems, we propose that CLTZs are
one type of a broad spectrum of configurations at channel mouth
settings, and consider the likely dominant sedimentary processes
and stratigraphic expression of these types.

Typically, channel mouth settings are dominated by sediment
bypass (Stevenson et al., 2015; Brooks et al., 2018), and rapid flow
deceleration and expansion. These processes have in turn been
postulated to be associated with the occurrence of hydraulic
jumps, where flows transform from supercritical to subcritical
states (e.g., Komar, 1971; García and Parker, 1989; Normark and
Piper, 1991; Alexander et al., 2001; Wynn et al., 2002a; Kostic and
Parker, 2006; Ito, 2008; Macdonald et al., 2011a; Shaw et al., 2013;
Sumner et al., 2013; Hofstra et al., 2015; Dorrell et al., 2016). Thus,
it can be proposed, based on this existing literature, that there will
be a relative abundance of supercritical and transcritical
bedforms, including antidunes, cyclic steps, and scours,
associated with channel mouth settings. Observations from
modern-day channel mouth settings indicate that they are
characterized by a distinctive assemblage of erosional
bedforms, such as isolated or coalesced scours, and
depositional bedforms, such as lags and sediment waves (e.g.,
Normark et al., 1979; Kenyon et al., 1995; Kenyon andMillington,
1995;Wynn et al., 2002b; Fildani and Normark, 2004; Maier et al.,
2018; Droz et al., 2020; Maier et al., 2020).

There is a growing literature on CLTZs interpreted from
ancient outcrops (see compilation by Navarro and Arnott,
2020), with recognition criteria proposed to support links
between sedimentary processes and deposits (e.g., Bravo and
Robles, 1995; Ito, 2008; Pyles et al., 2014; Hofstra et al., 2015;
Pemberton et al., 2016; Postma et al., 2016; Brooks et al., 2018;
Hofstra et al., 2018; Postma et al., 2021). Preserved stratigraphic

successions of interpreted CLTZs range from thick successions of
aggradational beds in close association with scour-fill features
(e.g., Pemberton et al., 2016; Brooks et al., 2018; Mansor and
Amir Hassan, 2021; Brooks et al., 2022) to single surfaces that
separate lobes from overlying channel-levee systems (e.g.,
Gardner et al., 2003; Hodgson et al., 2016). The wide range of
expressions and dimensions (Navarro and Arnott, 2020) point to
a number of parameters and configurations that control the
transfer, and preservation, of channel mouth settings into the
rock record.

The focus of studies on submarine channel mouth settings has
shifted, evolving from largely petroleum reservoir motivations to
include a renewed focus on deep-sea sediment transport
processes, implications for seafloor infrastructure hazards,
organic carbon flux and burial, benthic ecology, and pollutants
(e.g., Kane and Clare, 2019). We aim to summarise the key
observations of channel mouth settings from experimental
studies, modern systems, and ancient systems to consider the
feedbacks between (dynamic) seafloor topography, channel
morphology, substrate, and flow rheology on changes in flow
behaviour and deposits. Our objectives are to: 1) generate new

FIGURE 1 | Cartoons of end member channel mouth settings. (A) A
channel-lobe transition zone, based on Wynn et al. (2002a) and Brooks et al.
(2018). Note the transition from scours to sediment waves downstream of the
channel mouth. (B) A channel mouth expansion zone (CMEZ) based on
Maier et al. (2020). Note the scours and sediment waves inside and outside
the area where the channel mouth flares downstream.
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conceptual geomorphological models of channel mouth settings
across a range of different geographic locations; 2) assess typical
sedimentary processes associated with each of these channel
mouth settings; and 3) identify examples of these channel
mouth settings in the geological record, and discuss examples
that may require reinterpretation.

NOMENCLATURE AND DEFINITIONS

Relative to channel-levee systems and depositional lobes, the
geomorphology, process sedimentology and stratigraphy of
channel mouth settings are less widely documented. However,
based on observations of modern systems, a more diverse suite of
channel mouths settings exist that differ in scale and
geomorphology from CLTZ examples.

Many parameters need to be considered when documenting
submarine channel mouth settings. Physiographically, these
settings commonly coincide with transitions from a slope to
basin floor setting (or from a ramp to a step on a stepped slope),
which can range from an abrupt gradient change (i.e., a break of
slope up to several degrees) to a subtle transition over a relatively
smooth seafloor profile. Similarly, submarine channel mouths
can range from an abrupt termination to a broad flaring
geometry, and be confined by incision or levee construction,
or a combination. Furthermore, the morphodynamic
configuration is likely to change in space and time through
flow-deposit interactions and feedbacks.

To start, we consider a range of potential channel mouth
configurations using ancient and recent studies (Figure 1): 1)
broad areas of complex erosional and depositional morphologies
(channel-lobe transition zones (CLTZs); e.g., Wynn et al., 2002a),
and 2) channel mouth expansion zones (CMEZs), a new term we
introduce to highlight distinctive examples identified in recent
high-resolution seafloor surveys (e.g., Maier et al., 2020).
Furthermore, we consider plunge pools (e.g., Lee et al., 2002)
as part of the spectrum of channel mouth settings.

CLTZs tend to be associated with abrupt breaks in slope
(Figure 1A), with a concomitant rapid change from flows
confined by channels to unconfined flows. Classically, this
tract is characterised by lags and scours immediately
downdip of the channel with a range of forms and degree of
coalescence, passing into areas dominated by sediment waves,
before lobes. Reported dimensions of CLTZs range from a few
kms to 10s of km in widths and lengths (e.g., Kenyon et al., 1995;
Kenyon and Millington, 1995; Morris et al., 1998; Wynn et al.,
2002a; Navarro and Arnott, 2020). However, this configuration
can be dynamic, and can expand, contract, and migrate (Brooks
et al., 2018).

In contrast, CMEZs are characterised by long and broad areas
of flaring of the channel and are identified where gradient changes
are subtle to absent, but are present on a slope (Maier et al., 2018,
Maier et al., 2020; Fildani et al., 2021). Criteria to define where the
channel component ends and the lobe component starts, such as
aspect ratio or degree of incision, have not been established.
Furthermore, examples have identified a complex array of scour
forms, incipient channel forms, and sediment waves adjacent to

the area of channel flaring (Figure 1B; e.g., Carvajal et al., 2017;
Maier et al., 2020).

We document plunge pools, CLTZs and CMEZs identified in
modern systems to summarise previous work on the transition
from well-defined channels to well-defined lobes. Subsequently,
we consider flow process understanding derived from physical
experiments, numerical simulations and real-world flow
measurements, and then the stratigraphic expressions of
exhumed systems interpreted to record channel mouth
settings. This approach permits an alternative classification of
channel mouth configurations to be proposed, which can form
the basis for future investigations using modern, ancient, and
experimental datasets.

COMPARISON OF MODERN SEAFLOOR
SETTINGS

Seafloor studies have been key components of advancing
understanding of submarine channel mouth settings for many
decades, largely because they allow detailed plan-view
perspectives that provide snapshots of time-transgressive
morphology (e.g., Mutti and Normark, 1987; Wynn et al.,

FIGURE 2 | (A) and (B) Location maps of the channel mouth settings
reported here. (B) Onshore and offshore map from GoogleEarth to highlight
the locations of study areas offshore Southern California; (a) plunge pool sites
(Lee et al., 2002; Figure 5); (b) the San Gabriel channel and fan (Maier
et al., 2018; Figure 4); (c) the La Jolla Fan (Maier et al., 2020; Figure 4); and,
(d) the Navy Fan (Carvajal et al., 2017; Figure 4). Note that all the sites are
located on a topographically complex continental slope. Mex. = Mexico.
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2002a; Macdonald et al., 2011a; Macdonald et al., 2011b and
references therein). Wynn et al. (2002a) summarised significant
advances in morphology and processes at submarine channel
mouths that were gained largely from deep-towed side-scan
sonar, revealing seafloor CLTZs commonly associated with
breaks in slope, scours, amalgamated erosional features, and
sediment waves (Figure 1A). Subsequent advances in
multibeam echosounder datasets, autonomous underwater
vehicles, and remotely operated vehicles have produced
seafloor datasets with increasing detail and have allowed better
definition of channel and lobe environments (c.f. Mutti and
Normark, 1987). Numerous studies since Mutti and Normark
(1987)’s definition of a CLTZ and Wynn et al. (2002a)’s
compilation have presented detailed studies of channel mouth
settings on the modern seafloor. Here we discuss these advances
by highlighting five examples with somewhat different
character–mixed sand-mud Rhône Fan, sandy La Jolla Fan, the
Squamish Delta, the mud-rich Congo Fan, and the base-of-slope
plunge pools offshore North America (Figure 2).

CLTZ in the Mixed Sand-Mud Rhône Fan,
Western Mediterranean Sea
The Rhône Fan, Gulf of Lions, western Mediterranean Sea
(Figure 2), is a mixed sand and mud depositional system fed
by the Petit-Rhône Canyon that was connected to the Rhône
River during the Last Glacial Maximum (Droz et al., 2020).
Imaging and interpretation of Rhône Fan CLTZs have been
updated recently, following earlier recognition of erosional
CLTZ features by Kenyon et al. (1995) and Wynn et al.
(2002a). Multibeam bathymetry, subsurface profiles and piston
cores collected across the youngest channel-fan in the Rhône
system (i.e., neofan) by Bonnel et al. (2005) showed coalesced
giant scours (4 km long, 1 km wide, 20 m deep) in a scour field

downslope and offset from the neofan channel mouth. Core
samples from the distal neofan channel levees showed fine-
grained (silt and fine sand) turbidites punctuating hemipelagic
oozes (Bonnel et al., 2005).

More extensive multibeam bathymetry coverage (50 m grid)
and analysis presented in Droz et al. (2020) revealed the neofan
CLTZ as a region dominated by erosion and bypass of turbidity
currents that separates the youngest channel and lobe. The CLTZ
includes a 5-km-long smooth area out of the channel mouth,
interpreted as a sediment bypass zone, and much larger adjacent
and down-slope areas dominated by small scours (5–10 m deep
and < 500 m wide), coalesced giant scours (10–30 m deep,
1–2 km wide, 1–5 km long), and erosional headless channels
(Droz et al., 2020) (Figures 3A–C). These headless linear to
sinuous erosional channels, and scours merging into megaflutes
at the CLTZ, were determined to be a driver for channel inception
(e.g., Gamberi and Marani, 2011; Fildani et al., 2013),
development of channel confinement, and fan channel
extension (Droz et al., 2020). This may contrast with the long-
lived (>0.2 Myr) giant scours in the Agadir CLTZ (Figure 3D; see
Macdonald et al., 2011a). Droz et al. (2020) found that, although
the shape of channel-mouth lobes is controlled by the available
space between channel-levee deposits and mounds created by
subsurface salt diapirs, CLTZ occurrence is determined by the
gradient along the channel up-slope from the channel mouth
slope break, with more detachment associated with higher
gradients. For example, differences in upslope gradient of only
0.13° were observed to change the amount of detachment.

CMEZ in the Sand-Rich La Jolla Fan,
Offshore Southern California
The Southern California and Mexican Borderlands, offshore
western North America, host many small, sand-rich canyon-

FIGURE 3 | Erosional CLTZ seafloor features. Schematic interpretive map (A), shaded multibeam bathymetry (B), and seafloor relief profiles (C) of the Rhône
neofan CLTZ (modified from Droz et al., 2020, courtesy of L. Droz). (C) Seafloor profiles from the Rhône neofan CLTZ (modified from Droz et al., 2020, courtesy of L.
Droz). Scours are designated as asymmetrical (A) and symmetrical (S). (D) Autosub6000 high-resolution bathymetry, seafloor profiles, and piston core from long-lived
mega-scours from the Agadir CLTZ (modified from Macdonald et al., 2011a).
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fan systems that route sediment across relatively steep slopes (e.g.,
>0.5°; Covault et al., 2017; Figure 2). In many of these systems,
turbidity current deposition has continued through Holocene
sea-level rise via canyon incision across narrow continental
shelves in this tectonically active region (e.g., Normark et al.,
2009). A notable example of this is the longshore drift fed La Jolla
canyon-fan (Covault et al., 2007). Here, we highlight La Jolla
because 1) it has been historically important in development of
canyon-fan scientific knowledge (e.g., Shepard, 1951; Normark,
1970; Piper, 1970), 2) recent examination of La Jolla channel
mouth applied extensive high-resolution (1-m grid) seafloor data
coverage (Maier et al., 2020) (Figures 4A,B), and 3) well-imaged
features in La Jolla have similarities in the region (e.g., Carvajal
et al., 2017; Maier et al., 2018) (Figures 4C,D).

High-resolution seafloor and shallow subsurface data in La
Jolla Canyon (Paull et al., 2013) and fan (Maier et al., 2020)
revealed the most recently active part of the La Jolla

depositional system forms a CMEZ (Figures 4A,B). As the
channel connected to La Jolla Canyon enters the CMEZ (shift
from 0.4° to 0.2°), it widens (from 150 m to 350 m), shallows
(from 37 m to 3–5 m relief), and channel margins become
dissected by wide (50–100 m) scours oriented perpendicular to
the channel (Figure 4A). This widening channel morphology
appears to be common in the region (Navy Fan in Carvajal
et al., 2017; San Gabriel Fan in Maier et al., 2018) (Figure 2,
Figures 4C,D). These share similarities with other global
canyon-fan systems (e.g., Al Batha Fan in Bourget et al.,
2010; Hatteras Canyon in Gardner et al., 2016; the Hudson
and Wilmington Channels in Deptuck and Sylvester, 2018),
and all fit with a CMEZ interpretation. In La Jolla, the wide
channel-margin scours continue into laterally extensive (kms)
erosive steps carved into sandy lobe deposits. These bedforms
are interpreted as cyclic steps, erosional upper flow regime
bedforms formed from flows not contained by the low-relief

FIGURE 4 | Channel mouth expansion zone (CMEZ) examples from offshore Southern California. La Jolla Fan high-resolution (1-m grid) multibeam bathymetry (A)
and backscatter (B) (modified from Maier et al., 2020). Regional bathymetry from Dartnell et al. (2015). (C) San Gabriel channel and fan, Catalina Basin (modified from
Maier et al., 2018). (D) Navy Fan (modified from Carvajal et al., 2017). (E) Sediment cores from the Navy Fan (right; modified from Carvajal et al., 2017) and La Jolla Fan
(left; from Maier et al., 2020); see inset and part (D), respectively for core locations.
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distal channel (Fildani et al., 2021). Within the steps, scours
have aligned, and are imaged at various stages of coalescing
into incipient channels that are offset from, and not yet
connected to, the La Jolla channel. Headless channels are
also found in Monterey Fan (Normark, 1985; Klaucke et al.,
2004) and San Gabriel Fan (Maier et al., 2018). Similarly,
Bourget et al. (2010) interpreted the Al Batha Fan CMEZ to be
dominated by scours that merged downslope into small
channels. The combined La Jolla seafloor morphology,
backscatter and sidescan sonar maps (Maier et al., 2020)
appear similar to a braided morphology described by Ó
Cofaigh et al. (2006) where the high-latitude Lofoten
Channel loses confinement. Maier et al. (2020) also
identified a most recent sandy lobe deposit extending as a
radial fan (3 × 2.8 km) from the wide and shallow channel
mouth across relatively flat seafloor (0.2°) with less erosional
relief, but where large (up to 0.25 m height, 3–5 m width/
depth) blocks are imaged. Most of the La Jolla CMEZ is
dominated by erosional morphologies, with limited
observation of sediment waves, which are present in the
Navy Fan example to the south (Carvajal et al., 2017; Maier
et al., 2020).

CMEZ in the Squamish Delta, British
Columbia, Canada
The pro-delta slope of the Squamish Delta, in Howe Sound
(Figure 2), is characterised by channels that widen
downstream (Vendettuoli et al., 2019). The southern channel
shows a marked bypass surface, prior to lobe deposition, and a
reincised channel immediately updip of the bypass zone
(Vendettuoli et al., 2019). The channel, bypass area, and lobe,
in this system are characterised by upstream-migrating bedforms
evolving during supercritical flows (Vendettuoli et al., 2019). This
southern channel has been described as a CLTZ, but the flaring
channel geometry, presence on a steep slope, and the lack of a
significant slope break at the channel mouth, all fit with an
interpretation as a CMEZ. Recent measurements of turbidity
currents across kilometres from river delta to submarine lobes in
the Squamish system and other fjords of British Columbia,
Canada (Figure 2), provide key insights into the links between
morphology, flow characteristics, frequency, and deposits (e.g.,
Hughes Clarke et al., 2012; Clare et al., 2016; Hughes Clarke,
2016; Hizzett et al., 2018; Vendettuoli et al., 2019; Heijnen et al.,
2020). Vendettuoli et al. (2019) used repeat multibeam
bathymetry to monitor >100 flows during 4 months in
Squamish Delta, and less than half reached the CMEZ. As
interpreted in the La Jolla Fan (Maier et al., 2020) and Rhône
Fan (Droz et al., 2020), bathymetric monitoring of turbidity
currents in Squamish Delta shows scours within the bedforms
elongating and merging into proto-channels, progressively
capturing more of flows with time (Hughes Clarke and Fedele,
2019). Vendettuoli et al. (2019) found the CMEZ to be a zone
dominated by erosion in which deposits were removed by
infrequent powerful flows. Erosion was largely via knickpoint
retrogression, creating erosional surfaces visible as possible
foresets along the CMEZ (Vendettuoli et al., 2019).

Knickpoints generated in the CMEZ propagated upstream and
played a key role in channel evolution (Heijnen et al., 2020); thus,
CMEZ dynamics potentially impact channel evolution and
morphology along much of the system.

Linked Channel and Lobe in the Mud-Rich
Congo Fan, Offshore West Africa
Large, mud-rich, river-fed submarine fans along passive margins,
such as the Congo Fan (e.g., Babonneau et al., 2002; Dennielou
et al., 2017), display somewhat different character at channel
mouths. Wynn et al. (2002a) considered the Congo Fan to be a
system without a CLTZ, and likewise, publications that are more
recent have interpreted channels with attached lobes (e.g., Picot
et al., 2016; Dennielou et al., 2017). Congo channel-mouth lobes
have erosional bases and appear to build from connected lobe
channels (~15 m relief) by bifurcation of the feeder channel (Picot
et al., 2016), which Dennielou et al. (2017) interpret as facilitated
by sliding at lobe sides and broad spill-over of poorly confined
turbidity currents in the distal channels. Within this attached
channel-lobe setting, recent bathymetric compilations across the
Congo Fan, including 1-m-resolution bathymetry across parts of
the active channel-lobe, reveal some features similar to the La
Jolla and Rhône fans. These include wide, flat and shallow
channels (up to 5 km wide, ~0.14°, 8 m deep), knickpoints,
sediment waves, blocks (5–10 m wide, 3 m high) with adjacent
scours, and other signs of erosion or mass failure (Dennielou
et al., 2017).

Plunge Pools at the Base of Slope, Offshore
North America
In contrast to the examples above, the base of gullied continental
slopes outside of major fan systems with large (>4°) breaks in
slope are characterised by plunge pool depressions (Lee et al.,
2002). We highlight here examples offshore North America,
where Lee et al. (2002) used multibeam bathymetry to
document base-of-slope plunge pools on average 400 m
diameter and 21 m depth, but up to 1,100 m wide and 75 m
depth (Figure 2, Figure 5). These plunge pools occurred on the
active tectonic margin of California and the passive margin of
New Jersey. They were identified exclusively in settings with
breaks in slope >4.2°, and most commonly where breaks in slope
exceed 9.8° (Lee et al., 2002). Additional coverage of continental
margins with multibeam bathymetry along Cascadia (Nelson
et al., 2000; Patton et al., 2013) and Gulf of Alaska (Mayer
and Gardner, 2016) margins also revealed base-of-slope plunge
pools (up to 2.3 km diameter and 250 m depth) at large breaks in
gradient. Similarly, carbonate depositional systems of the
Bahamas contain plunge pools aligned at the base of steep
(2–20°) escarpments, where they are separated by small ridges
and followed down-slope by sediment wave fields (Schnyder
et al., 2018).

Plunge pool depressions have been interpreted along
siliciclastic submarine canyons associated with steep
knickpoints within canyon thalwegs (e.g., Gamberi and
Marani, 2007; Paull et al., 2011; Harris et al., 2014), and
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plunge pools along wide carbonate canyons occur downstream
from chutes (knickpoints with hundreds of metres of relief, c. f.,
Mulder et al., 2019; Recouvreur et al., 2021). In the central
equatorial Pacific, plunge pools ~100-m-deep were recently
documented where channels cross steep (5–11°) gradients and
transition into sediment wave fields (Gardner et al., 2020). Plunge
pools in channel and base of slope settings have been interpreted
to form from down-slope sediment density flows that scour on
impact at the base of slope, or they scour and deposit at a
hydraulic jump caused by the break in slope, or both (Lee
et al., 2002), although carbonate examples may also be
influenced by erodibility of sediment and changes in
underlying rock lithology (e.g., Schnyder et al., 2018; Mulder
et al., 2019).

INSIGHTS FROM PHYSICAL
EXPERIMENTS, NUMERICAL
SIMULATIONS AND REAL-WORLD FLOW
MEASUREMENTS

Process Studies of Channel Mouth Settings
Process studies on channel mouth settings have been
predominantly undertaken using physical modelling (e.g., Pohl
et al., 2019; Spychala et al., 2020; Lang et al., 2021). In addition,
there is a broader body of experimental work on density flows
crossing slope breaks (e.g., García and Parker, 1989; García, 1993;
Gray et al., 2005; Gray et al., 2006; Pohl et al., 2020), which can

provide insights into channel mouth processes. No flow
measurements have been reported in natural deep-sea channel
mouth settings. However, the dynamics of gravity flows
undergoing hydraulic jumps over scours within a subaqueous
channel system has been examined (Sumner et al., 2013; Dorrell
et al., 2016). Alongside these experiments and field
measurements, we highlight numerical simulations and
physical experiments where flows change from supercritical to
subcritical in the absence of a hydraulic jump (García, 1993;
Kostic and Parker, 2006; Kostic and Parker, 2007; Salinas et al.,
2020), and discuss the potential implications for channel mouth
settings.

Supercritical Versus Subcritical CLTZs?
It has been argued for CLTZs that these differ as a function of the
Froude (Fr) number, with supercritical CLTZs varying from
subcritical examples (Postma et al., 2016). This view is based
in part on supercritical fan experiments on steep continuous
slopes (Hamilton et al., 2015; Hamilton et al., 2017). Deposition at
the channel mouth forms a mouth bar, leading to development of
a hydraulic jump which retrogrades with associated upstream
retreat of the channel-lobe transition zone (Hamilton et al., 2015;
Hamilton et al., 2017). Such processes are characterised by erosive
channels, and bedload-dominated systems, on steep slopes
(Hamilton et al., 2017). Postma et al. (2016) contrast such
supercritical systems with subcritical systems dominated by
levee construction, and thus suspension-dominated load,
where the channel-lobe transition is controlled by a slope
break (Fernandez et al., 2014). These experiments examined

FIGURE 5 | Plunge pools at the base of slope, offshore Southern California. Map shown is colour-contoured multibeam bathymetry draped over slope-shaded
bathymetry. Bathymetric grid (16 m) from Gardner and Dartnell (2002) and plunge pool interpretations after Lee et al. (2002).
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entire submarine fans, and as such are not primarily focused on
the mechanics at the channel mouth. Here we focus on the
mechanics of flow and sedimentary processes within channel
mouth settings, whilst considering flow criticality and breaks of
slope. A number of different processes have been proposed to
dominate channel mouth settings, and we consider each in turn,
prior to introducing some possible additional mechanisms.

Hydraulic Jumps and Hydraulic Jump
Arrays at Breaks in Slope
Experimental studies of hydraulic jumps at two-dimensional
slope breaks, in net depositional fine-grained turbidity
currents, show dramatic thickening and deceleration of the
flow, leading to a rapid drop in bed shear stresses immediately
downstream of the jump (García and Parker, 1989; García, 1993).
Therefore, bedload deposition is predicted to occur rapidly
downstream of the jump, but for fine-grained suspended
sediment deposition may take place over distances in excess of
1,000 times the jump height (García and Parker, 1989; García,
1993). Measurements of natural subaqueous hydraulic jumps has
only been undertaken in saline flows in a channel in the Black Sea,
where the jumps were associated with seafloor scours (Figure 6A;
Sumner et al., 2013; Dorrell et al., 2016). These flows had much
lower incoming Froude numbers than the aforementioned
experiments, and showed repeating hydraulic jumps, with
flows becoming critical again over ~10 scour lengths. Flow

measurements showed large vertical velocities, enhanced
mixing, and in contrast to the experiments, showed
maintenance of near-bed shear stresses downstream of the
jumps (Sumner et al., 2013; Dorrell et al., 2016). Thus,
suspended sediment will be mixed and moved upwards within
the flow immediately downstream of the jump, and erosion rates
and flow capacity maintained, enabling bypass zones to develop.
In the Black Sea, subaqueous hydraulic jumps only affected the
lower part of the flow, with bypass of flow above the jump, raising
the possibility that in larger flows hydraulic jumps may only affect
a comparatively small fraction of the stratified flow, associated
with the bulk of the momentum (Dorrell et al., 2016). These
results suggest that for steep slopes with high incoming Froude
numbers, just a single hydraulic jump will occur, which would fit
with plunge pool formation (e.g., Lee et al., 2002; Gardner et al.,
2020). In contrast, for incoming supercritical flows with Froude
numbers close to unity at a slope break, then an array of hydraulic
jumps will form, each associated with a scour (Figure 6B). For a
given set of flow conditions, only a subset of the scours will likely
have active hydraulic jumps (Figure 6B; cf. Macdonald et al.,
2011a). Dorrell et al. (2016) further suggested that in the case of
mud-rich channelized systems, spatial and temporal variation in
the position of these stratified, subaqueous hydraulic jumps may
account for the lack of an obvious supercritical to subcritical
transition, and the associated absence of CLTZs, in some of these
systems.

Flows Across Continuous Slopes Without
Hydraulic Jumps
The influence of loss of flow confinement has been examined by
comparing an instantaneous transition from a leveed channel to
an unconfined setting, in the absence of a slope break, to a
continuous channel over the same area (Pohl et al., 2019). These
experiments showed that erosion was considerably larger in the
unconfined case over a distance of ~2.5 channel widths, than at
the equivalent point in the continuous channel (Pohl et al., 2019).
A ‘flow relaxation’ mechanism is proposed where the pressure
gradient expands the flow laterally, leading to the flow moving
closer to the bed, lowering the height of the velocity maximum,
and thus increasing basal shear stresses and enhancing erosion
(Figure 7). Scours are proposed to be triggered by random
irregularities on the seafloor. The experiments used the Shields
scaling approach (De Leeuw et al., 2016) to balance the applied
fluid shear stress and the gravity force acting on particles, thus
enabling particles to remain in suspension. Sediments consisted
of silt and sand up to 500 µm necessitating an 11° slope and
volumetric concentrations of 17%. Froude numbers are not
reported. However, consideration of the flow height and
associated depth-averaged velocity, and excess density (280
kg m−3) suggests that flow is subcritical, in accordance with
the lack of observations of a hydraulic jump.

The flow relaxation model is in part conceptual as there are a
lack of direct measurements of the vertical and lateral flow
components, as the velocity measurement was undertaken
using one-component probes orientated at 60° relative to the
maximum bed slope. Furthermore, in order to derive

FIGURE 6 | (A) Downstream flow velocity distributions over a series of
scours and their associated subaqueous hydraulic jumps, in a channelized
saline-driven flow in the Black Sea. The positions of the hydraulic jumps are
marked by white arrows. (B) Schematic channel-lobe transition zone
showing an array of subaqueous hydraulic jumps occurring in the lowermost
high momentum part of the flow. The position and proportion of active
hydraulic jumps likely varies between and during flows. Modified from Dorrell
et al. (2016).
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downstream velocities from such angled probes an assumption is
made that net vertical velocity, and net lateral velocity, are zero, in
agreement with flows of constant width and thickness on slopes
(e.g., Gray et al., 2005). Consequently, if the model is correct that
there is a net vertical motion of fluid towards the bed because of
lateral flow, which increases in magnitude as the bed is
approached (Figure 7B), then the calculated downstream
velocities used to predict bed shear stresses will be inaccurate,
with inaccuracies increasing towards the bed. This raises
questions about the validity of the shear stress calculations
given the sensitivity of these to the shapes of the velocity
profiles (e.g., Yu and Tan, 2006). An alternative explanation,
or a potential additional process that may contribute to the
observed processes in the Pohl et al. (2019) experiments, is
density stratification induced changes in velocity profiles in
response to the velocity decrease. Stratification is known to
increase as flows decelerate, and this leads to a lowering of the
velocity maximum in turbidity currents (Wells and Dorrell,
2021). Given the very high depth-averaged concentrations
(17% by volume) in these experiments, then this effect is likely
to be considerable. In contrast, real-world flows are estimated to
have bulk densities 1 to 2 orders of magnitude lower than these
experiments (e.g., Konsoer et al., 2013; Peakall and Sumner, 2015;
Simmons et al., 2020), and therefore this process will be less
important. That said, stratification may lead to the lowermost
parts of flows still having high sediment concentrations in certain
cases (Peakall and Sumner, 2015; Wells and Dorrell, 2021), and
thus this process may be important towards the base of natural
turbidity currents.

Lang et al. (2021) also undertook density current experiments
with a similar instantaneous transition from a channel to a slope
(10°), in the absence of a slope break. The experiments, however,
differ in their parameters relative to those of Pohl et al. (2019).
The Lang et al. (2021) flows were supercritical throughout the
measurement section, were depositional (several cm hr−1), and
were mixed saline-particulate suspensions (excess density
50 kg m−3 1/3rd sediment, 2/3rd saline). The sediment built a
channel extending beyond the fixed channel, and this widened
over a distance of a metre from ~20 cm (the fixed channel width)

to ~36 cm; this channel was filled with antidunes. Downstream of
this widening constructional channel mouth is a lobe similarly
covered in antidunes in proximal areas, and asymmetrical in-
phase bedforms in distal parts, interpreted as supercritical dunes
(Fedele et al., 2016; Lang et al., 2021). Lang et al. (2021) used a 3-
component velocity measurement technique, and observed no
lowering of the velocity maximum, even though the flow
expanded laterally by ~8.9° in the initial metre, and
presumably continued with a similar expansion rate.

Flows Across Slope Breaks in the Absence
of Hydraulic Jumps
Recent work by Spychala et al. (2020) and Pohl et al. (2020)
have used the Shields scaling approach to examine the nature
and extent of flow bypass at a slope break, with and without
flow expansion at the channel termination, respectively. Pohl
et al. (2020) used a two-dimensional setup with no flow
expansion at the slope break and varied the up-dip and
down-dip slope angles whilst maintaining a constant
discharge and flow concentration (17% by volume). The
work shows that the slope break angle alone is a poor guide
for determining the length of the bypass zone. Instead, higher
up-dip slope angles extend the bypass zone basinward, whilst
the angle of the lower slope controls the thickness of the down-
dip deposits. A Froude number is only reported for a single
case, giving a supercritical value of 2.3 (Pohl et al., 2020).
However, there are a number of issues with this estimate: 1) the
top of the flow does not appear to be captured (see Pohl et al.,
2020, supplementary); 2) vertical velocities are assumed to be
negligible even though the flow will decelerate and thicken
across the slope break which by flow continuity will lead to
significant vertical velocities. This leads to over-estimation of
downstream velocities; 3) flow depth estimates are based on a
bespoke methodology (see also Pohl et al., 2019), by taking the
height to the point at which the velocity drops to half of that at
the velocity maximum. This approach is equivalent to the
widely used methodology for non-dimensionalising velocity
profiles from runs with different flow depths (Launder and

FIGURE 7 | The flow relaxationmodel. (A)Confined flow in a reference experiment at the same point on the slope as in (B). (B) Largely unconfined flow downstream
of a loss of confinement, marked by flow relaxation consisting of lateral spreading and downward movement of flow towards the base, lowering the position of the
downstream velocity maximum, and therefore increasing basal shear stresses and enhancing erosion. Modified from Pohl et al. (2019).
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Rodi, 1983; Buckee et al., 2001; Gray et al., 2005). This method
gives values approximately half of the true thickness (see Pohl
et al., 2020, their Figure 5); 4) in turn, the depth-averaged
velocity is calculated for that part of the flow below this depth,
leading to a value approximately twice that of the whole flow.
Adjusting for these aspects suggests that the flows were likely
subcritical, in keeping with the absence of hydraulic jumps
within the experiments (note that the upstream migrating
“rollers” observed in a few experiments appear to be a
reflected supercritical bore formed from a collapsing
incoming subcritical flow; Edwards, 1993; Edwards et al.,
1994).

The experiments of Spychala et al. (2020) allowed flow
expansion at the channel terminus/slope break, and varied the
downdip slope angle, flow concentration (13–19% by volume)
and discharge. They show that the CLTZ length increases with
higher concentration and higher discharge flows, and decreases
with increasing basin floor angle; this latter result is in contrast to
the aforementioned 2D experiments of Pohl et al. (2020). Note
that no Froude numbers are reported in Spychala et al. (2020).
However, the absence of hydraulic jumps suggests that these flows
are all subcritical.

Whilst the experiments of Pohl et al. (2020) and Spychala et al.
(2020) examine the controlling parameters on bypass zone/CLTZ
length, they do not describe the underlying flow mechanics. Gray
et al. (2005), Gray et al. (2006) examined subcritical turbidity
currents (1% volumetric concentration; 40–110 µm size range)
across slope breaks (3°, 6°, 9°) onto a horizontal floor, in a fixed
width tank. As such, there was no flow expansion. Velocity was
measured in a two-component (downstream and vertical/bed-
normal) grid. At, and immediately beyond, the slope break they
showed that the basal part of the flow below the velocity
maximum slowed rapidly, whilst the upper part was less
affected. The rapidly slowing basal flow produced enhanced
turbulence, whereas the upper part was characterised by the
development of periodic large coherent flow structures. The
currents were net depositional, but deposition was significantly
reduced by about 1.75 channel widths downstream of the slope

break (Figure 8A), and linked to enhanced sediment suspension
caused by increased turbulence at the slope break (Gray et al.,
2005). In the lowermost parts of the flow, mean bed normal
(vertical) velocities at the slope break were towards the bed (see
Gray et al., 2006, their Figure 9), and became upward directed by
the point where sedimentation is reduced (see Gray et al., 2006,
their Figure 5B). For a flow that is not net depositional, this
additional turbulence, both in terms of the total kinetic energy
and the large scale coherent structures, may be expected to lead to
an erosional zone downstream of the slope break, with variations
in turbulence potentially triggering localised scouring within
this zone.

Transition From Supercritical to Subcritical
Flow Without a Hydraulic Jump
In some experiments and simulations of coarse-grained
supercritical turbidity currents encountering a slope break, a
hydraulic jump was not observed (García, 1989; García, 1993;
Kostic and Parker, 2006; Kostic and Parker, 2007). In such cases,
where settling velocity and thus sedimentation are very high the
flow has been shown to be unable to undergo a hydraulic jump
(Kostic and Parker, 2006; Kostic and Parker, 2007). However, this
situation is unlikely to apply to CLTZs, or CMEZs, given their
dominantly erosional nature. Nevertheless recent work has
illustrated that there may be a mechanism by which finer-
grained flows can transition from supercritical to subcritical
flows in the absence of a hydraulic jump (Salinas et al., 2020).
They used a direct numerical simulation of subaqueous dilute
particulate density currents (concentration is not given; particles
have zero settling velocity), on a constant slope (0.72°), and
showed a change from supercritical to subcritical flow in the
absence of a hydraulic jump. Salinas et al. (2020) referred to this
as a ‘soft transition’, and it is associated with a transcritical flow
characterised by a series of intermittent cascading instabilities
(Figure 8B). Basal shear stress is shown to increase and decrease
in a cyclical fashion reflecting these instabilities. Salinas et al.
(2020) note that the associated cyclicity wavelengths (~60–140

FIGURE 8 | (A) Profiles of sediment deposition (deposit mass per unit bed area; dmass) with distance downstream for subcritical turbidity currents across a slope
break onto a horizontal floor. These experiments did not show flow expansion, but demonstrated enhanced turbulence generation and development of periodic larger
scale coherent flow structures downstream of the jump. Modified from Gray et al. (2005). (B) Schematic representation of a transcritical turbidity current showing a soft
transition between supercritical and subcritical flow (i.e., without a hydraulic jump), consisting of a series of cascading instabilities. Modified from Salinas et al.
(2020).
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flow depths; this will vary with slope angle) are consistent with
sediment wave spacing. However, given more erosive conditions,
this cyclicity might also be associated with periodic erosion. In
these cases, there would then be a feedback between the flow and
the aggradational/erosional bedforms, and it is unclear whether a
transcritical flow state would be maintained.

Summary of Physical Experiments,
Numerical Simulations andReal-World Flow
Measurements
Process studies have identified a variety of mechanisms that may
influence the nature of flows as they transition from channels to
lobes. Many of these are dependent on the criticality of the flow,
and the presence or absence of a pronounced break of slope.
Supercritical flow on a relatively smooth slope produced channel
mouth widening populated by a range of supercritical bedforms
(i.e., a CMEZ) (Lang et al., 2021). Supercritical to subcritical
transitions across a slope break may be associated with the
production of a single hydraulic jump, as in plunge pools, if
the incoming flow has a high Froude number (e.g., García, 1993)
and the slope break angle is high (e.g., >4°; Lee et al., 2002).
Alternatively, an array of linked hydraulic jumps over broader
CLTZs develop if the incoming flow has a Froude number closer
to unity (Sumner et al., 2013; Dorrell et al., 2016) and likely a
lower slope break angle. Single jumps across slope breaks are
associated with decreased bed shear stress, and predicted
enhanced sedimentation, downstream of the jump (García and
Parker, 1989; García, 1993), although these are in 2D experiments
that lack flow expansion. In contrast, arrays of hydraulic jumps
have been shown to maintain bed shear stress downstream of the
jumps (Dorrell et al., 2016).

If the up-dip flow is already subcritical, then channel mouth
settings can be triggered by a slope break, a loss of
confinement, or a combination of the two. Rapid
deceleration of subcritical flow caused by a slope break has
been shown to enhance turbulence generation at the base of the
flow (Gray et al., 2005; Gray et al., 2006), albeit these were in
2D experiments. Where deceleration occurs as a result of flow
expansion, in the absence of a slope break, bed shear stress is

postulated to increase, as a result of flow relaxation (Pohl et al.,
2019), and/or density stratification induced lowering of the
downstream velocity maximum (Wells and Dorrell, 2021) if
the flow is sufficiently dense, as argued herein.

Flows may undergo a transition from supercritical to
subcritical without undergoing a hydraulic jump(s) (Kostic
and Parker, 2006; Kostic and Parker, 2007; Salinas et al.,
2020), albeit in some cases these are associated with rapidly
depositing flows that will not typically be associated with
CLTZs or CMEZs. Intriguingly, Salinas et al. (2020) show that
this change in Froude number state can occur via a ‘soft
transition’ of cascading instabilities that are associated with
cyclical variations in bed shear stress over wavelengths of
10–100s of flow depths. We propose that this may offer an
alternative or additional process to explain the arrays of
erosive scours observed in many CLTZs.

CHANNEL MOUTH SETTINGS
INTERPRETED IN ANCIENT OUTCROP
AND SUBSURFACE
The dominance of erosion, lack of stratigraphic completeness,
and minimal preservation within modern channel mouth settings
highlights the difficulty in their identification in outcrop and
subsurface datasets, despite their distinct seafloor morphology
and features. Furthermore, palaeogeographic context is rarely
sufficient to discount some degree of attachment between
submarine channels and lobes at the time of deposition,
differentiating scour- and channel-fills can be difficult
(Figure 9), and basinward propagation of related channels
suggests that the preservation potential of channel mouth
setting should be low (Hodgson et al., 2016; Pemberton et al.,
2016). Therefore, outcrop examples of interpreted plunge pools
and CLTZs are rare. Nonetheless, there is a growing literature on
interpreted exhumed CLTZs, and their stratigraphic expression
range from (composite) erosion surfaces separating underlying
lobes and overlying channel-levee systems (e.g., Gardner et al.,
2003) to thicker records of deposition with scour-fills and
aggradational beds (e.g., Navarro and Arnott, 2020)

FIGURE 9 | Images from photogrammetric models built from uncrewed aerial vehicle images of giant scour-fills in interpreted channel-lobe transition zones. (A)
uninterpreted and (B) interpreted images of scour-fill in Fan 3 at Kleine Reit Fontein, Tanqua Depocentre, Karoo Basin and (C) Uninterpreted and (D) interpreted images
of a scour-fill in Unit A5 at Wilgerhout, Laingsburg Depocentre, Karoo Basin. Colours relate to sedimentary facies, which are described in detail in Hofstra et al. (2015).
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(Figure 10). This range of expressions suggests that the transfer
and preservation of different channel mouth settings into the rock
record is characterised by a range of controls and physiographic
configurations.

Exhumed Plunge Pool-Fills
Lee et al. (2004) interpret deep scour-fills in the Peïra Cava outlier
(Eocene-Oligocene; Annot Sandstones), SE France, as plunge
pool-fills. These decametre-thick sandstone bodies developed
in base-of-slope settings in a foreland basin close to basin
margins and immediately downstream from an inferred break-
in-slope. The sandstone bodies comprise a complex basal unit of
laterally pinching or inter-fingering debrites and turbidites, which
is overlain abruptly by a single, thick normally graded turbidite.
One sandstone body pinches out laterally in a few hundredmetres
and sits within a deep (>20 m) spoon-shaped erosional scour.

Henstra et al. (2016) document pervasive spoon-shaped scour-
and-fill features at the base of the depositional slope in the Middle
Jurassic to Lower Cretaceous Wollaston Forland half-graben, NE
Greenland. They interpret the scour-fills as plunge pool-fills that
formed from (and filled by) high-density supercritical turbidity
currents that were forced to decelerate and undergo a hydraulic
jump at the base of steep slopes.

Exhumed CLTZs as Surfaces
Several studies suggest that the expression of the CLTZ in a
stratigraphic succession is a single (or composite) erosion surface

that separates underlying lobes from overlying channel fills and
levees. For example, Gardner et al. (2003) use outcrops of the
Permian Brushy Canyon Formation, Texas, United States, to
interpret basinward then landward migration of the CLTZ by the
vertical association of sandstone lobes overlain by an erosion surface
and channel fills, which are capped by sandstone lobes. Hodgson
et al. (2016) show several examples of frontal lobes abruptly overlain
by external levee successions from the Permian Karoo Basin, which
are used as evidence of basinward channel-levee propagation. The
scoured surface mantled with mudclast lags separating the lobes and
external levees is interpreted as the stratigraphic expression of the
CLTZ. Pyles et al. (2014) used digital surveying and sedimentary
logging to assess the juxtaposition of lobes and channel-fills at the
Bridges of Ross outcrop in the Clare Basin, western Ireland. The
upward succession at the Bridges of Ross outcrop begins with a
slump (the Ross Slump), which is overlain by compensationally-
stacked lobe elements that are in turn overlain by channel-fill
elements (Figure 10). This succession records the stratigraphic
transition from basin-floor (upper Ross Sandstone) to lower slope
(Gull Island Formation). The only CLTZ they identify at outcrop is
the basal surface of one of the compensationally-stacked lobe
elements, which is mantled by several closely spaced megaflutes
(Figure 10).

Exhumed Thin CLTZs (< 10m Thick)
An example of a thin CLTZ is sub-unit E3 of the Fort Brown
Formation, Karoo Basin, South Africa (Van der Merwe et al.,

FIGURE 10 | Compilation of outcrop panels of interpreted channel mouth settings, where black vertical lines are locations of measured sections. (A) A CLTZ as a
surface as the base of lobe element (Le) 2 at the Bridges of Ross outcrop, Loop Head Peninsula, County Clare, western Ireland (adapted from Pyles et al., 2014). (B) A
thin CLTZ in Unit E3, Fort Brown Formation, Laingsburg depocentre, Karoo Basin, South Africa, in a base-of-slope location (adapted from Brooks et al., 2018). Red lines
are scour surfaces, and the aquamarine unit is the interpreted CLTZ, which is < 10 m thick. Note the growth fault, and the abrupt thickening downdip of the sand-
rich lobe complex (yellow). (C) A thicker succession recording the overall progradation of a lower slope succession with a large number of scour-fills, and local cyclic
steps, below and adjacent to stacking channel elements from the Tres Pasos Formation, Magallanes retroarc foreland basin in southern Chile (adapted from Pemberton
et al., 2016). Herein we suggest that this is a candidate CMEZ.
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2014). The outcrops preserve a juxtaposition of depositional and
erosional elements within a < 10 m-thick unit. Intraformational
sand- and mud-clast deposits are located throughout the section
and interpreted as lags that record sediment bypass (Brooks et al.,
2018), and supports interpretation of an erosion-dominated
CLTZ (Figure 10). Metre thick, but heavily scoured sandstone
beds share affinities with subcritical sediment waves identified in
an interpreted CLTZ in the older Unit B stratigraphy (Hofstra
et al., 2018). Sand-rich hybrid beds are noted in the proximal lobe
immediately down-dip of the CLTZ where sub-unit E3 thickens
abruptly (Brooks et al., 2018). The mapping of internal erosion
surfaces demonstrated migration, and contraction or expansion,
of the CLTZ (Brooks et al., 2018). The presence of a growth fault
in this base-of-slope setting likely increased the gradient change
to form this well-preserved CLTZ (Figure 10).

Exhumed Thick CLTZs (>10m Thick)
Thicker records of interpreted CLTZs, with aggradational beds in
close association with scour-fill features, have been identified where
outcrop quality permits up-dip channel-complexes and down-dip
lobe complexes to be mapped (e.g., Ito, 2008; Hofstra et al., 2015;
Pemberton et al., 2016) or are inferred from stratigraphic
relationships (e.g., Navarro and Arnott, 2020). Hofstra et al.
(2015) presented recognition criteria to distinguish (giant) scour-
fills from channel-fills to support interpretation of CLTZs in the
Karoo Basin, South Africa. The preservation of the scour-fills
(Figure 9) was attributed to their location with respect to the
propagation direction of the feeder channel.

Navarro and Arnott (2020) document the stratigraphic
transition from basin floor (Kaza Group) to slope (Isaac
Formation) strata, which is marked by three stacked
interpreted CLTZs. The lower and upper CLTZs contain more
scour-fills. In contrast, the middle CLTZ has more tabular
sandstone elements, which Navarro and Arnott (2020)
interpret as a poorly-developed channel-lobe transition zone,
resulting from inefficient, siliciclastic-rich depositional flows.
The formation of multiple CLTZs with different characteristics
is interpreted by Navarro and Arnott (2020) to record relative
sea-level changes, and the associated changes in sediment supply
and flow characteristics.

The preservation of a thicker stratigraphic record for CLTZs
has been explained by high aggradation rates (e.g., Pemberton
et al., 2016; Figure 10), tectonically-active settings (Ito, 2008;
Mansor and Amir Hassan, 2021; Brooks et al., 2022), rapid
abandonment or avulsion of feeder channels before erosion
into the CLTZ (e.g., Hofstra et al., 2015; Brooks et al., 2018),
or a large-scale passive margin setting allowing more net
aggradation (Navarro and Arnott, 2020). Nonetheless, these
studies also interpret lobes and channel-fills as part of the
stratigraphic succession, which points to an aggrading and
interfingering succession where the CLTZ is relatively fixed,
and preserved as surfaces and thinner stratigraphic units as
part of a thicker succession.

Subsurface CLTZs
There are additional challenges in the identification of channel
mouth settings in the subsurface given the typical resolution of

seismic reflection data, and the scarcity of core and well
intersections. Hansen et al. (2021a) used core observations to
support interpretation of a 12 m thick CLTZ in the late
Cretaceous Lysing Formation, offshore Norway. Observations
included the presence of erosion surfaces and abundance of cross-
stratified glauconite-rich sandstones interbedded with
predominantly sandy bioturbated heterolithics, as well as the
abundance of very fine- and medium-to coarse-grained
sandstones, and the absence of fine-grained sand sizes. They
interpreted the glauconite-rich cross-stratified bed types as
bedforms that migrated, possibly at the base of scours, in a
CLTZ setting. Based on the wells, seismic reflection data,
including spectral decomposition, the CLTZ is constrained to
a 5 × 3 km area, and formed on a break-in-slope above a stepped
post-rift slope profile.

Wang et al. (2020) employed high-resolution 3D seismic
reflection data from the Qiongdongnan Basin (South China
Sea) to document downstream changes in bedforms through
an interpreted CLTZ. Wang et al. (2020) document scours
(1.2–5.6 m deep) at the bifurcation points of distributive
channels, and steps at the confluence points, which they
interpret as forming by supercritical flows and hydraulic
jumps. Although in the absence of core data, the sedimentary
facies of the seismically resolved bedforms remains
unconstrained.

DISCUSSION

A New Classification of Submarine Channel
Mouth Settings
Seafloor examples highlighted herein illustrate a range of
morphologies and deposits likely resulting from different flow
processes. Erosional (cyclic step) and depositional (sediment
wave) bedforms dominate CMEZs from delta foreset slopes,
continental slopes, and associated canyons (e.g., Covault et al.,
2017; Vendettuoli et al., 2019; Fildani et al., 2021). The presence
of these bedforms suggests that turbidity currents exiting or
overbanking low-relief channels are supercritical, and may
either undergo hydraulic jumps or still be supercritical at the
point of flow expansion, creating upper flow regime bedforms.
For example, in settings like the La Jolla Fan (Maier et al., 2020)
and Squamish Delta (Vendettuoli et al., 2019), without a clear
single break in gradient across a relatively high slope, the flows
that formed the widening channel, sediment waves, and erosional
step morphologies were likely supercritical, resulting in a CMEZ
where flows lost confinement.

Base of slope breaks, or changes in gradient on the basin floor,
appear to favour flows that are either already subcritical, or are
sites for the rapid transition of flows from supercritical to
subcritical conditions (Figure 11). This results in the
development of broad “classic” CLTZs, such as the Rhône Fan
(e.g., Droz et al., 2020), with multiple scours and sediment waves.
Where the incoming slope gradient is particularly high (e.g., >4°;
Lee et al., 2002), a single hydraulic jump is likely to form and
develop plunge pool morphology at the base of slope (Figure 11).
Conversely, large canyon-fan systems where channels extend
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hundreds of kilometres onto the relatively flat basin floor, such as
the Congo example (Dennielou et al., 2017), may be prone to
subcritical flows, or “soft transitions”, that facilitate linked
channel-lobe complexes and the absence of CLTZs (Figure 11).

The importance of supercritical aggradational bedforms in
CLTZs that develop beyond the slope break is less clear. In part,
this is due to the lack of high-resolution studies from these more
basinward locations. Nonetheless, the amount of gradient change
at a break in slope appears to be a key driver of channel mouth
morphology and processes, with high gradients along channel
reaches related to plunge pools (e.g., Lee et al., 2002) or
development of a CLTZ (e.g., Droz et al., 2020).

The present analysis suggests a four-fold classification of
channel mouth settings, expanding on the concept of
supercritical and subcritical CLTZs of Postma et al. (2016).
These four types are: 1) supercritical CMEZs on slopes; 2)
plunge pools at steep slope breaks with high incoming
supercritical Froude numbers; 3) CLTZs with arrays of
hydraulic jumps at slope breaks with incoming supercritical
Froude numbers closer to unity; and, 4) subcritical CLTZs
associated with slope breaks and or flow expansion
(Figure 11). In turn, these types of channel mouth settings
will preferentially be associated with different physiographic

positions, reflecting changes in flow Froude number and slope
variability (e.g., Pirmez and Imran, 2003; Dorrell et al., 2013). On
continental slopes, flows are likely supercritical and CMEZs may
be favoured. Hydraulic jump arrays, or plunge pools are likely
favoured at the continental slope break, and enhanced turbulence
and a lowered velocity maximum (flow relaxation/density
stratification induced lowering) would be favoured in distal
transitions out on the basin floor (Figure 11). Channels and
lobes can be connected, without a transition zone developing,
where erosional and depositional processes alternate (Figure 11).

Dynamic Settings and Building a
Stratigraphic Record
The linked morphology and process classification provides useful
ideas for further study. However, it should be noted that they can
occur within a single system on the seafloor (e.g., CMEZ at the
head of the San Gabriel Fan CLTZ, Maier et al., 2018).
Furthermore, CLTZs and CMEZs appear to be complicated
areas of flow-topography interactions that change flow-by-
flow. This raises the issue of preservation potential of
morphologies and deposits observed on the modern seafloor.
Despite the longevity of some scours (Macdonald et al., 2011a),

FIGURE 11 | A synthesis of different types of channel mouth settings, their likely physiographic location, and dominant flow type in terms of flow criticality. Channel
mouth expansion zones (CMEZs) are present on steep slopes, including foresets of fan deltas, and are dominated by supercritical flows and bedforms. Plunge pools are
located at the base of steep slopes forming a single hydraulic jump, and with flow having supercritical Froude numbers. Note that plunge pools can also form within
canyons where they are related to features such as knickpoints. Channel-lobe transition zones (CLTZs) with hydraulic jump arrays form at breaks-of-slope, with
supercritical flows closer to unity. Subcritical CLTZs associated with flow relaxation, typically form in relatively distal locations at points of flow expansion. Channels and
lobes can also be connected, without a transition zone developing, at the base of slope with mixed erosional and depositional processes.
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the dominantly erosional CLTZs and CMEZs have low potential
to accumulate over time (e.g., Vendettuoli et al., 2019) or be
preserved in the rock record (e.g., Pemberton et al., 2016).
However, recognising channel mouth settings is an important
aspect of deciphering system dynamics because erosion (e.g.,
scouring, incipient channels, knickpoints) can propagate
throughout the system (Hodgson et al., 2016; Heijnen et al.,
2020).

Given their morphodynamic differences, can differences in
flow types, and preserved bedforms, be used to distinguish
CMEZs and CLTZs? Currently, there is a disconnect between
recent high-resolution studies of CMEZs on the slope and/or
associated with canyons (Figures 3, 4), and the most
comprehensive ancient studies, which are CLTZs on, or
beyond, the base-of-slope (Figure 10). The modern studies
reinforce the importance of erosion and scoured surfaces, and
the presence of supercritical bedforms in characterising channel
mouths in CMEZs on the slope (e.g., Carvajal et al., 2017; Maier
et al., 2020; Figure 11). The transfer of CLTZs into the
stratigraphic record has been interpreted in several outcrop
studies. Based on these examples, recognition criteria for
CLTZs in the rock record include: a typically thin stratigraphic
expression; amalgamated erosional features; coarse-grained lag
deposits; aggradational bedforms (i.e., subcritical sediment
waves); soft-sediment deformation; interfingered or juxtaposed
erosional and depositional elements; and sand-rich hybrid beds in
proximal lobes (e.g., Bravo and Robles, 1995; Ito, 2008; Pyles et al.,
2014; Van der Merwe et al., 2014; Hofstra et al., 2015; Brooks
et al., 2018; Hofstra et al., 2018; Brooks et al., 2022). However,
recognition criteria for distinguishing CLTZs and CMEZs in the
rock record have not been established.

Where Are the Exhumed CMEZs?
The documentation of CMEZs on the modern seafloor provide an
alternative configuration for interpretation of outcrops where
surfaces and successions do not conform to either channel-levee
or lobe systems. Given the steeper slopes that may be required for
CMEZ development, and the focus on supercritical bedforms in
the rock record, many of the well-studied exhumed tectonically-
active sedimentary basins that host deep-water successions are
prime candidates to consider the stratigraphic transfer of CMEZs,
and their recognition criteria. Furthermore, some interpreted
exhumed CLTZs have identified supercritical bedforms
(Pemberton et al., 2016; Postma et al., 2016; Postma et al.,
2021). Therefore, given the propensity of supercritical
bedforms identified in modern CMEZs, could the presence of
subcritical aggradational or supercritical bedforms be a
discriminating criterion between CLTZs and CMEZs,
respectively?

Challenges in recognizing exhumed CMEZs include
identification of the basal surface, which is likely to have a
high aspect ratio, and be composite, with scour-fills inside and
outside the surface. To document this requires excellent outcrops
with good 3D control. The associated up-dip channels might have
propagated basinward and the headless channels imaged on the
modern seafloor might work updip and connect, removing much
of the axial record. Furthermore, resolving a (lower) slope setting

versus basin-floor requires excellent palaeogeographic context.
Nonetheless, we propose that several exhumed examples are
reassessed as CMEZs based on their characteristics, including
the presence of supercritical bedforms.

Postma et al. (2021) document a range of supercritical flow
bedforms, including intercalated antidunes and mouth bar-related
chute-and-pool-like structures, and upslope migration of hydraulic
jump zones. These bedforms are preserved in a relatively short
(100 s m) interpreted CLTZ that developed toward the base of a fan-
delta foreset slope (the Eocene Sant Llorenç del Munt clastic wedge,
near El Pont de Vilomara, NE Spain). Postma et al. (2021) sketch a
flaring channel mouth setting, although outcrop limitations do not
permit the planform shape to be confidently constrained. However,
the foreset setting and high proportion of supercritical bedforms and
erosion surfaces support an alternative interpretation of a CMEZ.

Hansen et al. (2021b) document an example of a high aspect
ratio erosion surface in Unit 5 of the Permian Skoorsteenberg
Formation (Tanqua Karoo, South Africa), which they interpret as
a composite scour overlain by lobes. The 3–4 km wide, 1–2 km
long, and up to 28 m deep basal surface, which is mantled locally
with mud-clast conglomerates (lags), widens and shallows
downdip, and is above a slope, as expected in a CMEZ.
However, they do not report the presence of scour-fills or
supercritical bedforms outside the basal surface.

Pemberton et al. (2016) interpret scour-fills either in front of
(Unit B), or lateral to (Unit C), multiple submarine channel-fills
from the Tres Pasos Formation (Upper Cretaceous) of the
Magallanes retroarc foreland basin in southern Chile
(Figure 10). The Arroyo Picana outcrop is located ~40 km
basinward of coeval shelf-edge deposits toward the lower
portion of a high-relief (>900 m) slope. Interestingly, in Unit
C along with scour-fills there are also cross-stratified sandstone
bodies with positive-relief that record a palaeoflow at a high angle
to the adjacent channel-fill. Pemberton et al. (2016) interpret
these sandstones as a bedform with back-set cross-stratification
formed by cyclic steps or antidunes. They interpret the
stratigraphic architecture as a record of basinward
progradation that preserves a channel-lobe transition zone
around a break-in-slope. An alternative interpretation, which
is consistent with the association of scour-fills and cyclic steps
preserved in an elevated position adjacent to stacked channel-fills,
is that Unit C records the lateral margin of a CMEZ on the
lower slope.

The Ross Sandstone (Namurian) crops out along sea cliffs of
the Loop Head Peninsula western Ireland. The interpretation and
significance of extensive (>700 m wide) erosion surfaces mantled
with megaflutes in the Ross Sandstone, County Clare, Ireland, has
been debated (e.g., Chapin et al., 1994; Elliott, 2000a; Elliott,
2000b; Lien et al., 2003). The erosional bedforms occur on
multiple stratigraphic surfaces and are associated with
channel-fills and lobes (e.g., Pyles 2008; Macdonald et al.,
2011b; Straub and Pyles, 2012). The Ross Sandstone preserves
stacked high aspect ratio erosion surfaces with megaflutes, such as
Ross Bay (Lien et al., 2003) and Kilbaha Bay (Chapin et al., 1994;
Elliott, 2000a; Elliott, 2000b; Straub and Pyles, 2012). We suggest
that the composite nature of these high aspect ratio erosion
surfaces mantled with megaflutes are consistent with an
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interpretation as CMEZs. The presence of supercritical or
subcritical depositional bedforms in the underlying and
overlying sandstones is hindered by the dominantly
structureless nature of the sandstones in the Ross Formation,
although dune-scale straight-crested bedforms are observed
adjacent to megaflutes on one of the inaccessible faces (Elliott,
2000b, their Figure 6). Furthermore, the change in character
across the high aspect ratio surface(s) needs detailed
documentation.

Identification of exhumed CMEZs is key to investigate
outstanding questions, such as the recognition of the depositional
bedforms that develop within the zones of expansion, which are
biased towards CLTZs, and the age relationships of erosional and
depositional bedforms that develop inside and outside the zone of
expansion. In the Magallanes Basin example (Pemberton et al.,
2016), the scour-fills and cyclic steps lie above erosion surfaces
that confine adjacent channel elements. The exact age relationships
are difficult to unravel but support the interpretation that bedforms
developed on the flanks of a CMEZ as the adjacent channels
propagated basinward. In both the Karoo Basin and Ross
Sandstone examples, the architecture of sandstones overlying the
high aspect ratio erosion surface is predominantly lobes. This might
be because there was no further, or limited, propagation of channel
systems, and therefore the high aspect ratio composite erosion
surfaces remain well preserved. However, the formation of high
aspect ratio surfaces in CMEZs also lend themselves to infilling by
lobes if flows become more depositional (less efficient) due to
autogenic or allogenic controls (Hansen et al., 2021b). The
implication is that for CMEZs preserved in the rock record we
are left primarily with the (composite) erosion surface, and the
associated bedforms are poorly preserved. In contrast, the candidate
CMEZ documented by Postma et al. (2021) has good preservation of
supercritical flow bedforms, which can be attributed to the rapid
rates of progradation in a fan-delta foreset setting.

FutureOpportunities for ChannelMouth and
CLTZ Research
Seafloor examples will continue to be a key component of channel
mouth studies, particularly as acquisition methods improve. High-
resolution imaging of more submarine fans, channel mouths,
CLTZs, and CMEZs, will illuminate whether features imaged in
sparse high-resolution datasets (i.e., Macdonald et al., 2011a; Droz
et al., 2020; Maier et al., 2020) are common across systems and
settings. Increasing coverage and resolution of seafloor examples
offers the opportunity to link seafloor examples with the scale of
outcrop studies and provide plan-view analogues to ancient
examples. Specifically, such studies are needed to evaluate the
presence of CMEZs and related bedforms (e.g., laterally
continuous erosional steps) in ancient outcrop examples.

Considerable opportunities also exist for future
instrumentation to advance our understanding of flow
processes where channels transition into lobes and provide
constraints for experimental and numerical studies. Likewise,
the increasing recognition of the influence of oceanographic
currents on many deep-sea deposits, including turbidites (e.g.,
Stow and Smillie, 2020 and references therein), highlights the

opportunities for future studies of current-influenced channel
mouth settings, hybrid fan-drift systems (e.g., Hikurangi Fan;
Lewis, 1994), and high-latitude systems (e.g., Ó Cofaigh et al.,
2006) to identify and understand modern and ancient deposits.

We have primarily focused on siliciclastic depositional
systems, but lobes can also be deposited from deep-sea
canyons and channels in carbonate systems. Carbonate lobes
can occur at the base of slope, though often with the influence of
contour currents (e.g., Mulder et al., 2012; Reijmer et al., 2015). In
some cases, the lack of carbonate lobe deposition is linked to
current activity (e.g., Recouvreur et al., 2021). Carbonate basin
floor settings tend to be drifts instead of lobes (Reijmer et al.,
2015), which may be one contributing factor to why carbonate
channel mouth examples are less prevalent than siliciclastic
examples. Nevertheless, there seems to be abundant
opportunity in the future, with increasing seafloor mapping
and resolution, to investigate channel mouth settings in
carbonate systems.

Detailed outcrop research on CLTZs has primarily focused on
large, relatively tectonically-quiescent basins associated with
mature passive margins or thermal sag basins, and influenced
by glacial-interglacial cycles, such as the Karoo Basin in South
Africa (e.g., Van der Merwe et al., 2014; Hofstra et al., 2015;
Brooks et al., 2018). Therefore, it is important to understand if
these same models can be applied to tectonically-active basins
(e.g., Mansor and Amir Hassan, 2021; Brooks et al., 2022), such as
forearc or retroarc foreland basins, formed in different climatic
conditions in both modern environments and in the rock record.
Indeed, tectonically-active basin-fills are likely to host CMEZs
given the steeper slopes. In summary, identification of exhumed
examples of different types of channel mouth settings will drive
forward a range of recognition criteria, which at present is biased
towards CLTZs.

CONCLUSION

The mouths of submarine channels are a poorly understood
but crucial part of the source-to-sink sediment transport route
where sediment gravity flows undergo major changes in their
behaviour as confinement decreases. We integrate physical
experiments, numerical modelling, and observations of
modern and ancient systems, to develop insights into
channel mouth settings, and their transfer into the
stratigraphic record. We review the wide range of different
experimental configurations that have focussed on
understanding changes in process behaviour as flows exit
channels. An increasing number of studies of modern
systems suggest that the classic channel-lobe transition zone
(CLTZ) of Wynn et al. (2002a) is one type in a range of
configurations. We propose four types of channel mouth
setting: 1) channel mouth expansion zones (CMEZs) that
form on steep slopes and in the absence of a pronounced
break in slope, and are associated with supercritical bedforms;
2) plunge pools that form at steep slope breaks in both
siliciclastic and carbonate systems, with high incoming
supercritical Froude numbers; 3) CLTZs with arrays of
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hydraulic jumps at slope breaks with incoming supercritical
Froude numbers close to unity; and, 4) subcritical CLTZs
associated with slope breaks and/or flow expansion, that are
the more basinward style of channel mouth setting.

Identification of the stratigraphic record of channel mouth
settings is complicated by the propagation, and avulsion, of
channels. Nonetheless, recent studies from ancient outcrop and
subsurface systems have interpreted CLTZs, although candidate
exhumed CMEZs that meet the criteria established from modern
systems are postulated here, and warrant re-examination. Recent
years have seen significant advances in our process understanding of
these channel mouth settings. However, the total number of studies
remains small, and the potential parameter space large, thus there
remains much to discover.
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